EXISTING CAMPUS with PROPOSED SKYBRIDGE and CROSSWALK

PUBLIC STAIRWAY to MAIN FHcrc ENTRY

FHcrc EMPLOYEE ENTRY
PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE - LOOKING NORTH
EXISTING CONDITIONS

Images:
1. View of Eastlake Ave E looking North
2. View from Eastlake Ave E. at I5 Ramping
3. East Lake Avenue E. looking South.

Images:
4. View Looking West at Weintraub Building
5. View Looking South at 1100 Building Entry
6. View Looking North at 1100 Building Entry

Images:
7. Eastlake Ave E. at I5 Ramping
8. Eastlake Ave. E. Looking South
9. East Lake Ave E. Looking South at 1100 Building
**Goals**

- Provide usable public open space.
- Introduce texture and fragrance to the streetscape.
- Continue campus family of stone benches and furniture elements.
- Consider potential for integrated art work.

**Elements**

- Enhance sidewalk with stone garden, seating, and passive water feature.
- Pedestrian crosswalk.
- Link spaces along frontage with sensory garden and seating.
- Replace fence line with guardrail to diminish separation between public and private realm.
- Invite discovery at waterfall overlook.

---

**StreetScape at EastLake Ave E**

**Proposed Public Benefit**

**1100 Eastlake Building E**

**1100 Fairview Building B**

**Existing Condition**

**Proposed Improvements**

ZGF
A contribution to the Fairview and Fairview project to assist SDOT in installing the pedestrian safety lights.

**LIGHTING at FAIRVIEW & FAIRVIEW**